A METHOD OF IDENTIFYING LIGHT SOURCES, CORRESPONDING SYSTEM AND COMPUTER PROGRAM PRODUCT

(57) Abstract: A "smart" lighting system including a set of lighting devices (SI, S6) for lighting an environment is controlled by: receiving (100) from one or more image sensors (e.g. a RGB-D camera - W) an image signal including a sequence of images of the environment under different conditions of illumination and light reflection, processing (102 to 120) the image signal to provide a light source identification signal (120) representative of light sources affecting the environment, and controlling the lighting devices (SI, S6) as a function of the light source identification signal (120), and, possibly, of human occupancy and activity.
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Technical field

The description relates to lighting systems. One or more embodiments may be applied to controlling “smart” lighting systems for lighting e.g. an indoor environment by identifying the light sources affecting such an environment.

Throughout this description, various documents will be referred to by reproducing between square parentheses (e.g. [X]) a number identifying the document in a LIST OF DOCUMENTS CITED which appears at the end of the description.

Technological background

Lighting systems including several lighting devices are commonly used in a number of applications (offices, homes, hospitals, warehouses etc.).

Manually commissioning such lighting systems may involve controlling light management systems and/or finely tuning lighting levels according to lighting sensors (luxmeters), in agreement with system specifications.

Manual setup may thus be cumbersome, may require expert knowledge and may need to be repeated any time one of the light sources changes, either in terms of light source model or in terms of its position.

Automatic calibration of lighting system by measuring the prevailing illumination may be preferred over manual commissioning with specific equipment.

Automatic calibration may be difficult, e.g. due to the complex physical interactions between the 3D geometry of the scene, the surface materials and the light characteristics of natural and artificial sources.
Existing solutions mainly focus on augmented reality applications [1] [2] [3] [4], by paying less attention to real life environments.

Moreover, certain solutions require complex hardware equipment and setup e.g. with high dynamics/resolution cameras and the use of light probes [5] and/or user input for the geometrical structure of the scene, object interactions and rough positions and colours of the light sources [6].

Prior art techniques for light analysis in computer vision address specific problems (e.g. illumination estimation, light sources estimation/localization, intrinsic image decomposition, specular highlights detection and removal, etc...) individually without considering the scope of a complete system.

Light estimation is one of the most challenging problems in computer vision and computer graphics. This may apply e.g. to indoor environments, where multiple light sources of different types (e.g. artificial, natural), sizes, shapes and spectral characteristics may be present.

Various prior art solutions assume known variables in the scene (e.g. geometry) or may exploit user input and helpful objects (e.g. light probes) in addition to complex equipment for estimating one or multiple unknown variables. The solution disclosed in [5] uses high level equipment in addition to light probes, while interesting results are achieved in [7] by using reference spheres and a near light assumption.

The solution of [6] exploits light estimation and correction through a rendering-based optimization procedure, with the user specifying beforehand certain unknown variables (e.g. geometry, position and colour
of light sources).

A rendering-based approach is also followed in [3] and [4] coupled with depth information; this approach may result in a time consuming solution, limited to a small number of light sources. Depth information and inverse rendering are also used in [8] for illumination estimation and relighting.

The approaches described in [9] and [10] estimate illumination by taking advantage of shadows cast and specular reflection of known geometries in the scene. Extensions of these latter solutions are introduced in [11], by assuming different reflectance models.

Lopez Moreno et al. [12] use an object silhouette, provided by user input, to estimate multiple light sources from a single image.

Computational colour constancy is a field with main focus on the colour of the light source, which however may also require estimation of the light direction [13] [14].

Another approach oftentimes used with light estimation is intrinsic image decomposition [15], where the colour of each pixel is decomposed into reflectance and shading.

This may be helpful in extracting colour and lighting properties of materials within the scene and have a better understanding thereof.

Land and McCann [16] proposed in 1975 the Retinex theory by assuming that albedo is characterized by sharp edges while shading tends to vary slowly.

More recent works tried to improve decomposition and acquire useful information regarding the illumination of the scene illumination.

For instance [17],[18], [19] try to decompose a RGB-D input into reflectance and shading components in order to explain the scene and extract an illuminant
estimation.

Other works estimate shape, chromatic illumination, reflectance, and shading from a single image [20] or a global reflectance layer from a sequence of images [21] which may allow to obtain a shading layer from each image respectively.

In recent times, attention has been extensively paid to real time decomposition [19], [22], [23], [24] allowing applications to take advantage therefrom for different uses, such as re-colouring, material editing and retexturing.

Most intrinsic image decomposition methods assume diffuse reflection and neglect specular highlight hotspots.

A specular component may be used for example for illumination estimation [9] or for shape retrieval from specular reflection [25].

For instance, Tan and Ikeuchi et al. [26] made use of the difference between specular and diffuse pixels in order to remove highlight effects.

In order to reduce the high computational cost of the related searching strategy, Yang et al. [27] introduced the use of bilateral filtering, while Shen and Zheng [28] proposed to adopt a specular-independent material clustering approach and relate then the specular intensity to its specular free counterpart.

Kim et al. [29] bear witness to attempts at separating the specular reflection by using first a dark channel and then an optimization problem based on the observation that for most natural images the dark channel can provide an approximate specular-free image.

An optimization solving method is also proposed [30], by formulating the problem of separating the two components as a non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) problem.
In [31] the authors propose an approach based on an L2 chromaticity definition and a corresponding dichromatic model, while a more recent work [32] estimates the diffuse component by solving a local structure and chromaticity joint compensation problem.

At present smart lighting sensor-based systems can provide different information, primarily the presence of people.

Exemplary of such systems are certain industrial light management systems based on the Dali or KNX standards which employ Passive InfraRed sensors (PIRs) mainly for movement detection.

Object and summary

An object of one or more embodiments is to contribute in providing further improvements in the area of technology discussed in the foregoing by overcoming various drawbacks of the solutions discussed in the foregoing.

According to one or more embodiments, such an object may be achieved by means of a method as set forth in the claims that follow.

One or more embodiments may relate to a corresponding system, as well as to a computer program product loadable in the memory of at least one processing module (that is, a computer) and including software code portions for executing the steps of the method when the product is run on at least one processing module.

As used herein, reference to such a computer program product is understood as being equivalent to reference to a computer-readable means containing instructions for controlling the processing system in order to co-ordinate implementation of the method according to one or more embodiments.

Reference to “at least one computer” is intended
to highlight the possibility for one or more embodiments to be implemented in modular and/or distributed form.

The claims are an integral part of the disclosure provided herein in relation to the one or more embodiments.

One or more embodiments may provide an automatic or semi-automatic technique to calibrate the position and current illumination pattern of light sources, e.g. by exploiting an image sequence acquired by a camera over a certain observation period.

In one or more embodiments, such an observation period may be a long-term observation period, e.g. an observation period long enough to capture sufficient lighting variations in the environment, e.g. over a day-and-night cycle.

One or more embodiments may involve analysing a light(ing) pattern in e.g. indoor environments and providing information about what light sources are active by using (only) images obtained from a camera.

One or more embodiments may provide a simple control system consisting essentially of an RGB-D (color image + depth) camera and a processing unit.

One or more embodiments may automatically and robustly identify lights in an unknown environment with arbitrary light source type and position (including natural lights).

One or more embodiments may provide a system which may exploit computer vision solutions, targeting a fully automatic tool for calibration via a long-term observation (i.e. time lapse) with a RGB-D sensing device (i.e. a color camera and depth sensor) and its integration into a smart lighting management system.

In one or more embodiments, "top-view" time lapse images of a scene/indoor area may be analyzed through a
pipeline structured from a combination of computer vision procedures in order to:
- estimate the number of light sources within a scene
(i.e. light sources estimation),
- determine/match the presence of light sources within the scene.

One or more embodiments may provide a real time solution without user intervention, based on easily available equipment and capable of taking into account a large number of light sources (natural and artificial) without restrictions.

One or more embodiments may provide a better illumination modelling of a scene using as an input intrinsic images in the place of common RGB/grayscale images.

In one or more embodiments, light sources can be both natural (e.g. sunlight from a window) and artificial, thus providing a solution that can self-adapt to different environments.

In one or more embodiments, a system may first record a series of images with prominent light variations (e.g. over long-term observations, such as a night-and-day cycle) and then decompose such sequence into a set of base images, depicting each light source alone; these images may be further used to identify a light source (incl. natural light sources) in each new image acquired by system.

It was observed that, in addition to providing a better knowledge of the scene (e.g. localization of light sources and light propagation and illumination estimation) such information can be exploited in order to facilitate “smart” management of lighting systems, such as those using electrically-powered light radiation sources (e.g. solid-state lighting sources
such as LED sources), in order to provide e.g.
- switching off lights in those areas which are
  not visible for people;
- adjusting the illumination/brightness strength
  e.g. in relation to the predicted activities;
- activating/deactivating lights in relation to
  the predicted activities.

One or more embodiments may thus provide light
management systems that may implement e.g. a sort of
"invisible light switch": users have the feeling of
living in an all-lit environment, while the environment
is only minimally lit, therefore providing a notable
energy saving "in the invisible".

A concept underlying such an invisible light
switch approach is straightforward: the user controls
and sets the illumination of the environment that he or
she can see, while a system according to one or more
embodiments may act on a part of the environment that
the user cannot see, turning off the lights, thus
ensuring a consistent energy saving.

In one or more embodiments, analyzing the scene
may aim at becoming aware of the 3D geometry of the
scene and mapping inter-reflectance, thus making it
possible to understand how different light sources
impact each point of the space.

One or more embodiments may involve the
recognition that, in order to overcome the presence of
specular highlights, a pre-processing step may be
beneficial in separating specular and diffuse
components with intrinsic image decomposition then
applied on the diffuse component.

Thus, separating specular from diffuse component
from the images of non-Lambertian scenes may be
helpful, e.g. for refining images before using them for
intrinsic decomposition.
Brief description of the figures

One or more embodiments will now be described, by way of example only, with reference to the annexed figures, wherein:

- Figure 1 is a block diagram exemplary of a processing pipeline according to one or more embodiments,
- Figures 2 and 3 are exemplary of some principles underlying one or more embodiments,
- Figure 4, including four portions indicated as a), b), c) and d), respectively, and Figure 5 are exemplary of possible operation one or more embodiments.

Detailed description

In the following one or more specific details are illustrated, aimed at providing an in-depth understanding of examples of embodiments. The embodiments may be obtained without one or more of the specific details, or with other methods, components, materials, etc. In other cases, known structures, materials, or operations are not illustrated or described in detail so that certain aspects of embodiments will not be obscured.

Reference to “an embodiment” or “one embodiment” in the framework of the present description is intended to indicate that a particular configuration, structure, or characteristic described in relation to the embodiment is comprised in at least one embodiment. Hence, phrases such as “in an embodiment” or “in one embodiment” that may be present in one or more points of the present description do not necessarily refer to one and the same embodiment. Moreover, particular conformations, structures, or characteristics may be combined in any adequate way in one or more embodiments.
The references used herein are provided merely for convenience and hence do not define the extent of protection or the scope of the embodiments.

One or more embodiments may apply to a lighting system as schematically represented in Figure 5, namely a system including a set of lighting devices S1, ......, S6 for lighting an environment (e.g. an indoor environment).

In one or more embodiments the lighting devices S1, ......, S6 may include electrically-powered lighting devices e.g. solid-state lighting sources (SSL), such as LED sources.

In one or more embodiments, such a system may include:

- one or more image sensors W, e.g. one or more RGB-D cameras, which may provide (possibly jointly) a sequence of images of the environment under different conditions of illumination and light reflection, and

- a control module 1000 (e.g. a processing unit such as DSP) configured for receiving an environment image signal from the image sensor(s) W and processing that signal with the capability of controlling the lighting devices S1, ......, S6 as a function of the signal from the image sensor(s) W e.g. as discussed in the following.

In one or more embodiments, operation of such a system may be based on a procedure including four phases designated I, II, III, and IV, respectively, in Figure 1.

One or more embodiments may include processing the input signal received in phase I at 1000 from the image sensor(s) W (e.g. RGB images), which may be possibly recorded and is representative of a certain scene in the environment observed by the “viewer” sensor(s) W.
Processing in the module 1000 may involve using image processing means/tools, e.g. a processing pipeline, which are per se conventional (see in that respect the introductory to this description), thus making it unnecessary to provide a detailed description herein.

For instance, such processing may include detecting shadows and specularities (at 102) to derive a shadow map 104 and a specular map 106. These may be combined with other information from the input image signal received at 100 to produce a “nearly Lambertian” image 108.

In one or more embodiments, such nearly-Lambertian image may be further processed in phase II along with image depth information 110 (e.g. the “D” information from a RGB-D camera W) to effect “intrinsic” image decomposition at 112 resulting in a shading map 114 and a reflectance map 116.

In one or more embodiments, information output from phase II may be processed in phase III e.g. via a linear dimensionality reduction (LDR) procedure 118.

In one or more embodiments, in phase IV information related to the nearly Lambertian image obtained in phase I and the result of LDR decomposition in phase III are processed by applying thereto a light identification and localization procedure 120 which may be exploited in managing the lighting devices S1, ..., S6.

One or more embodiments may thus involve application to the time-lapse data (e.g. the input RGB-D image signal) the following processing actions:
- a) creating a nearly Lambertian sequence by extracting a specular and shadow map,
- b) applying an intrinsic decomposition to the Lambertian sequence with extraction of the illuminant
component (e.g. shading),
- c) passing the extracted illuminant component on
to a LDR procedure and extracting light source
identification information, and
- d) using the information previously obtained in
combination with the geometry information from the
depth sensor in order estimate and manage the lighting
conditions.

One or more embodiments may propose e.g. improved
solutions for steps a, b and c) by the LDR
decomposition of time lapse sequence.

By way of example, one may consider a long-term
observation of a certain scene (e.g. an indoor
environment) in a set of frames T, where different
illumination conditions are present (e.g. dawn,
morning, day, night) with different materials and
reflection properties appearing in the scene observed.

In one or more embodiments, creating a nearly
Lambertian image may involve making use of a Lambertian
model wherein the brightness of a surface appears the
same regardless of the observer’s angle of view, namely
with reflection being essentially isotropic.

In such a model, image brightness I may be
expressed as a function of the source brightness k, the
angle θ, under which this impinges on the surface S, as
expressed by \( \cos \theta \), and the surface reflectance \( \rho \) (with
\( \rho = 1 \) in the ideal case):

\[
I = \rho \cdot k \cdot \cos \theta \cdot \vec{n} \cdot \vec{s}
\]

where \( \vec{n} \) (in point line in Figure 3) denotes the
normal to the surface S and \( \vec{s} \) is the direction to the
light source.

These entities are exemplified in Figure 3 where
LS is exemplary of possible positions of the light
source and W is exemplary of possible positions of the
viewer (e.g. a camera).
A nearly Lambertian image is thus an image where shadows and specular highlights are attenuated and the surfaces look substantially opaque or mat.

The diffused component of the scene may be extracted by known means, e.g. by means of the procedure (algorithm) presented in [27]. There, use is made of a bilateral filter, meaning that the intensity value at each pixel of an image is replaced by a weighted average of intensity values from nearby pixels, for the removal of the highlights and the extraction of the diffuse component.

Of course, while a procedure/algorithm as presented in [27] has been referred to here by way of example, in one or more embodiments the solutions disclosed e.g. in [28], [31] and [32] or other works may be used for the same purpose.

Once a (nearly) Lambertian appearance of the long-term captured frames is achieved, one or more embodiments may proceed with reflectance and shading decomposition processing.

In one or more embodiments this may involve intrinsic image decomposition processing (block 112).

For instance, in an image \( I_{(p,t)}, t \in 1, \ldots, T \) the intensity of a pixel \( p \) at a frame \( t \) can be expressed as

\[
I_{(p,t)} = R_{(p)} S_{(p,t)}
\]

where \( R_{(p)} \) is the reflectance component which describes the reflection information (e.g. color of the material in the scene) and \( S_{(p,t)} \) is the shading information which describes the illuminant information (i.e. light, shadows) of the scene.

One or more embodiments may decompose the input image sequence into one reflectance image and into a plurality of \( T \) shading images and use the latter for light source localization, identification and illuminant estimation.
In one or more embodiments, intrinsic image decomposition processing may be performed based on the approach presented in [19].

In one or more embodiments, the surface normal information may be computed from the input depth information obtained from a depth sensor (e.g. an RGB-D camera) and used to calculate the spherical harmonics (SH) coefficient for each pixel.

Spherical harmonics are a series of "modes" or "eigenvectors" or "orthogonal components" of a base that spans the surface of a sphere.

To put it simply, spherical harmonics describe the surface of a sphere in increasingly finer-grained partitions.

Much like a Fourier decomposition does to a function, these represent the base and the coefficients that, when multiplied over the base, lead to recovering the function.

Spherical harmonics have been used mostly to model lighting of spherical objects. By knowing the coefficients that describe lighting, one may change them to Re-light an object, or De-light, or transfer the lighting conditions of one scene to another.

In one or more embodiments spherical harmonics may represent a suitable complete functional base, to which the distribution of the light sources can be projected or decomposed. The projection coefficients are the called the component values, with the (complete) set of the SH-coefficients also describing the prevailing light distribution.

For instance, in one or more embodiments, an input RGB image may be segmented in order to extract super-pixel and edge-pixel areas. Then the super-pixel reflectance areas may be solved by using a non-linear optimization method with the global SH lighting
extracted. Once the SH lighting is recovered, each super-pixel area may be refined iteratively by removing a smooth SH color shading from the original input image. Then, the extracted super-pixel shading and SH lighting may be used to solve edge pixels in a similar way, where reference is made to an optimization solving problem for the super-pixel reflectance and SH light extraction e.g. based on the solution described in [19].

Again, while a procedure/algorith as presented in [19] has been referred to here by way of example, in one or more embodiments intrinsic image decomposition as described e.g. in [22] or in other works may be adopted for the same purpose.

As indicated, in one or more embodiments, phases I and II in Figure 1 may involve on a nearly Lambertian output (namely an output without specular and shadow components, with all surfaces appearing mat) which, after applying (e.g. at 112) an intrinsic image decomposition procedure, may permit to extract the reflectance and shading information of the scene.

In one or more embodiments, shading information may be (more) significant as it contains the illuminant information.

In one or more embodiments, once the illuminant conditions of the time lapse sequence have been extracted into the shading images, the number of light sources in the scene can be identified by applying e.g. an LDR procedure.

In one or more embodiments, LDR may involve non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) as disclosed e.g. in [34].

This approach may be advantageous due to its ability to extract sparse, localized and easily interpretable features by assuming additivity/linearity
and imposing non-negativity of the base element, as light is in the present exemplary case: in fact light linearity adds while lighting cannot be negative, which may be usefully exploited in one or more embodiments.

NMF may be generally formulated as a non-negative least squares optimization problem, meaning that it is a constrained approach of the least squares where the coefficients though are not allowed to obtain negative values. In the case of light decomposition the latter can be summarized as:

- given a $m \times n$ non-negative matrix $M$ which in this case is the sequence of images with different illumination conditions and a positive integer (rank number) $1 \leq r \leq \min(m,n)$ which corresponds to the number of light components to be extracted, find two non-negative matrices $U$ and $V$ of dimensions $m \times r$ and $n \times r$ minimizing the sum of the squared entries of $M - UV^T$:

$$\min_{U,V} \|M - UV^T\|_F^2, \text{ where } U \geq 0 \text{ and } V \geq 0$$

In the images resulting from such processing, multiple frames describing different illumination conditions through time may be reduced to just those describing the individual light sources.

In the ideal case where the number of additive components into which the algorithm should decompose the sequence is known beforehand, the input variable $r$ to the non-negative matrix factorization algorithms described earlier would be equal to the number of the light sources.

However, if the target is an unsupervised learning solution this is not the case and this number is unknown. Therefore, an arbitrary number that corresponds to a reasonable amount of possible existing
light sources in the scene (for instance, a small indoor environment may be well covered by 2-5 individual light sources) and it should be larger or equal to the actual number of individual light sources was used instead. This estimation is done by taking into account the information from the data itself, based on a cross validation approach or a similarly method.

For instance (just by way of example) such processing may permit to obtain from a complex scene (including objects, shadows and so on) extracted information were e.g. four or six light sources may be extracted from the time lapse sequence.

Light identification and localization may then occur by taking into account that the number of light sources $i$ may be given e.g. based on a correlation coefficient matrix extracted by the matrix $U$ and the linear dependence of each vector of weights to each other. For example if the coefficient vectors $A, B$ have $N$ scalar observations then the correlation coefficient of $A$ and $B$ can be defined as the Pearson distance:

$$\rho(A,B) = \frac{1}{N-1} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \frac{A_i - \mu_A}{\sigma_A} \right) \left( \frac{B_i - \mu_B}{\sigma_B} \right)$$

where $\mu_A, \mu_B$ and $\sigma_A, \sigma_B$ are the mean and standard deviation of $A$ and $B$ respectively.

The latter can be alternatively written in terms of the covariance $\text{cov}(A, B)$ of $A$ and $B$:

$$\rho(A,B) = \frac{\text{cov}(A, B)}{\sigma_A \sigma_B}$$

The correlation matrix, which actually corresponds to an affinity matrix, can be then used within a common used clustering algorithm (e.g. hierarchical clustering, fuzzy c-means, spectral clustering, etc...) in order to apply the clustering of the components.

The bases from $U$ showing similarity as well as
weights from $V$ that tend to be activated at the same
time may be clustered together with the number of
clusters corresponding to the estimated number of light
sources.

Identification of the light sources at each time
may then result from the minimum residual (represented
as the Root Mean Square Error, RMSE) of the
corresponding approximated reconstructed component
$I_i(\hat{I}) = U_iV_i^T$ from e.g. a test image $I_{\text{input}}$ as exemplified e.g.
in Figure 6, as given by an error $E$:

$$RMSE \leftarrow \sqrt{E[(\hat{I} - I_{\text{input}})^2]}$$

Alternatively, the identification of the light
sources can be done as a classification problem by
using simple Least Squares approach, e.g. inverse
pseudo, where the extracted light source information
(as images) will be provided as a given known bases and
the extracted weights/coefficients activations over the
new input image(s) will correspond to the light source
identifications.

In portions a) to d) of Figure 4, the abscissa is
schematically indicative of four possible light sources
S1, S2, S3, S4 with a corresponding root mean square
error (RMSE) plotted in the ordinate.

In the diagrams of Figure 4 low residual values
identify respective different light source S1, S2, S3
or S4. More than one extracted component providing a
minimum residual may be indicative of a multi-
illuminant condition.

One or more embodiments may adopt variants of NMF such
as the one known as non-negative matrix
underapproximation (NMU) as disclosed in [35] (e.g. due
to the advantage of extracting features in sequential
form) or an extension of NMU known as PNMU as disclosed
e.g. in [36] (which incorporates spatial and sparsity
information/constraints).
Consequently, both of these and other alternative options may be considered for use in one or more embodiments.

In one or more embodiments, the principles discussed in the foregoing may be applied e.g. in a system that analysis the light pattern in a scene (e.g. in an indoor environment) and provide information about the light sources active therein by using (only) images as obtained using e.g. a (standard) camera.

In one or more embodiments, these light sources can be both natural (e.g. sunlight from a window) and artificial, thus providing a solution that can self-adapt to different environments.

In one or more embodiments, a system (see e.g. the module 1000) as exemplified in Figure 5 may first receive and record images from e.g. one or more (e.g. digital) cameras W with prominent light variations (e.g. over long-term observations, such as over a night-and-day cycle).

In one or more embodiments, such a system may then decompose the image signal received into a set of base images depicting each light source alone. These images may be used in order to identify which light sources (including natural light sources) are active in each new image acquired by the system.

In one or more embodiments, an RGB-D camera (providing also depth information D) may be used as an image sensor W in a "smart" lighting system for automatic light source calibration and/or identification.

In one or more embodiments automatic light source calibration may occur through a long-term observation (a time lapse sequence of images) e.g. in an indoor environment, e.g. using NMF or a variant thereof.

In one or more embodiments, image light source
calibration/separation, possibly combined with detection of the presence of a person in the scene (performed in manner known per se, e.g. via PIR sensors as in the case of certain conventional light management systems) may be used e.g. for switching off lights which are not affecting the scene given the position of the person(s) with respect to the scene.

For instance, in one or more embodiments, this may permit e.g. to switch-off (wholly or partly) a lighting system, thereby reducing power consumption in those areas which are not “seen” by the persons in the environment, so that no interest subsists of lighting these areas.

In one or more embodiments, the output of an RGB-D camera sensor may be used e.g. for automatic light source calibration and identification.

In one or more embodiments, the illuminant information extracted e.g. by an intrinsic decomposition procedure/algorithm e.g. by using linear dimensionality reduction method (NMF or variants thereof) may be used to estimate the number of light sources in a scene, possibly based on a long-term observation sequence of a scene (e.g. an indoor environment).

In one or more embodiments, such a sequence may then be used as a training input in order to determine the different lights within the scene.

In one or more embodiments this may be done in a fully automatic way by analyzing a time lapse image sequence of a scene. Similarly, light source identification may occur by creating a model which can estimate the number of light sources identified and match the currently active light sources of a given scene to those of the model, which these actions adapted to be performed on line in real time after a
modeling/training phase.

Figure 5 exemplifies a possible use of one or more embodiments, where a lighting system including a set of lighting devices, e.g. S1, ..., S6 (of course this number is merely exemplary) may be configured in such a way to "follow" a person P within the framework of a smart lighting managing system which will be able to switch the various lights on/off e.g. as a function of i) information on the estimated light sources, and ii) the given position of the person or persons P within the framework of the scene.

It will be appreciated that the same designation is used for certain ones of the light sources in Figures 4 and 5. This is intended to highlight that, in one or more embodiments a "smart" lighting system as exemplified in Figure 5 may in fact control operation of a set of lighting devices S1, ..., S6 as a function the lighting sources identified/localized in the respective environment with the lighting sources identified possibly including both external sources (e.g. natural sources such as sunlight, Sx in Figure 5) and one or more of the lighting devices S1, ..., S6.

In one or more embodiments, the use of a camera sensor may be combined with computer vision analysis and jointly exploited in such a way that e.g. once the position of a person P in the scene is obtained (for instance from a camera-based presence detectors of an existing smart lighting system) the corresponding light sources that have been identified and localized, as discussed in the foregoing, may then be activated in order to affect the specific position of interest in the scene.

One or more embodiments may thus relate to a method of controlling a lighting system including a set of lighting devices (see e.g. S1, ..., S6 in Figure 5)
for lighting an environment (e.g. an indoor environment), wherein the method may include:

- receiving (see e.g. the block 100 in the architecture 1000 in Figure 1) from at least one image sensor (e.g. a RGB-D camera W) an (e.g. digital) image signal including a sequence of images of said environment under different conditions of illumination and light reflection,

- processing (see e.g. steps 102 to 120 in Figure 1) said image signal to provide a light source identification signal (see e.g. 120 in Figure 1) representative of (natural and/or artificial) light sources affecting said environment (e.g. producing light in the environment), and

- controlling said set of lighting devices as a function of said light source identification signal (and, possibly of the presence and/or the activity of persons in the scene).

In one or more embodiments, processing said image signal may include estimating the number of light sources affecting said environment.

In one or more embodiments, processing said image signal may include identifying, optionally localizing, the light sources affecting said environment and/or their strength (power) affecting said environment, thus having e.g. the possibility of acquiring the strength of a prevailing luminaire as well.

In one or more embodiments, controlling said set of lighting devices may include selectively activating/deactivating lighting devices in said set, preferably by detecting (e.g. via cameras/sensors) the presence of occupants (see e.g. P in Figure 5) in said environment and selectively switching-off lighting devices covering (that is capable of illuminating) areas in said environment unobserved by said occupants.
and/or by adjusting the illumination strength of the lighting devices, optionally based on occupants’ activities.

In one or more embodiments, processing said image signal may include:

- extracting (e.g. 114) illumination conditions of said environment from said sequence of images to provide shading information,
- identifying the number of said light sources affecting said environment by linear dimensionality reduction, LDR (e.g. 118), preferably by one of non-negative matrix factorization, NMF, and non-negative matrix under approximation, NMU or PNMU.

In one or more embodiments, processing said image signal may include generating (e.g. 102, 104, 106) from said sequence of images a nearly Lambertian sequence wherein the brightness of surfaces (e.g. $S$) in said environment are independent of the angle of view.

One or more embodiments may include applying reflectance and shading decomposition (e.g. 112) to said nearly Lambertian sequence.

One or more embodiments may include applying said linear dimensional reduction, LDR to said nearly Lambertian sequence to which reflectance and shading decomposition (112) has been applied.

One or more embodiments may relate to a lighting system including a set of lighting devices for lighting an environment, the system including:

- at least one image sensor for generating an image signal including a sequence of images of said environment under different conditions of illumination and light reflection,
- a processing module coupled to said at least one image sensor, said processing module configured for receiving and processing said image signal and
controlling said set of lighting devices according to the method of one or more embodiments.

One or more embodiments may relate to a computer program product, loadable in at least one processing module and including software code portions for performing the method of one or more embodiments.
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CLAIMS

1. A method of controlling a lighting system including a set of lighting devices (S₁, ..., S₆) for lighting an environment, the method including:
   - receiving (100) from at least one image sensor (W) an image signal including a sequence of images of said environment under different conditions of illumination and light reflection,
   - processing (102 to 120) said image signal to provide a light source identification signal (120) representative of light sources affecting said environment, and
   - controlling said set of lighting devices (S₁, ..., S₆) as a function of said light source identification signal (120).

2. The method of claim 1, wherein processing said image signal includes estimating (120) the number of light sources affecting said environment.

3. The method of claim 1 or claim 2, wherein processing said image signal includes identifying, and preferably localizing (120), the light sources and/or the illumination strength of the light sources affecting said environment.

4. The method of any of the previous claims, wherein controlling said set of lighting devices (S₁, ..., S₆) includes selectively activating/deactivating lighting devices in said set (S₁, ..., S₆), preferably by detecting the presence of occupants (P) in said environment and selectively switching-off lighting devices covering areas in said environment unobserved by said occupants and/or by adjusting the illumination strength of the lighting devices, preferably based on occupants’ activities.

5. The method of any of the previous claims, wherein processing said image signal includes:
- extracting (114) illumination conditions of said environment from said sequence of images to provide shading information (114),
- identifying the number of said light sources affecting said environment by linear dimensionality reduction, LDR (118), preferably by one of non-negative matrix factorization, NMF, and non-negative matrix under approximation, NMU or PNMU.

6. The method of any of the previous claims, wherein processing said image signal includes generating (102, 104, 106) from said sequence of images a nearly Lambertian sequence wherein the brightness of surfaces (S) in said environment are independent of the angle of view.

7. The method of claim 6, including applying reflectance and shading decomposition (112) to said nearly Lambertian sequence.

8. The method of claims 5, 6 and 7, including applying said linear dimensionality reduction, LDR to said nearly Lambertian sequence to which reflectance and shading decomposition (112) has been applied.

9. A lighting system including a set of lighting devices (S1, ..., S6) for lighting an environment, the system including:
- at least one image sensor (W) for generating an image signal including a sequence of images of said environment under different conditions of illumination and light reflection,
- a processing module (1000) coupled to said at least one image sensor (W), said processing module (1000) configured for receiving and processing said image signal (100) and controlling said set of lighting devices (S1, ..., S6) according to the method of any of claims 1 to 8.

10. A computer program product, loadable in at
least one processing module (1000) and including software code portions for performing the method of any of claims 1 to 8.
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